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Abstract-This paper presents a programmable many-core

the many-core along with the application mapping results are

platform containing 64 cores routed in a hierarchical network

presented.

tor biomedical signal processing applications. Individual core
processors are based on a RISC architecture with DSP enhance
ment blocks. Given the number of conditional program loops
in DSP applications such as FFT, additional hardware blocks

11. BACKGROUND
A. Many-core Trend

are added that operate in parallel to each core processor. The
two blocks calculate the FFT input addresses and determine
if a conditional loop is necessary. Pertorming these operations
in parallel to the main processor greatly reduces the time to
completion for a DSP application. Each processor is implemented

Many-core architectures have been weil studied as a po
tential riyal to reconfigurable fabric based platforms [9]. One
common many-core architecture is the multiple instruction
and multiple data (MIMD) architecture. In such a design, the

in 65 nm CMOS using standard cell Iibraries. The 64-core

processors are independent cores capable of executing their

platform occupies 19.51 mm2 and runs at 1.18 GHz at 1 V. For

own instruction streams and process data through their input

demonstration, Electroencephalogram (EEG) seizure detection
and analysis and uItrasound spectral doppler are mapped onto
the cores. The seizure detection and analysis algorithm utilizes 60
processors and takes 890 ns to execute. Spectral doppler utilizes
29 processors and takes 715 ns to run.

output (1/0) ports and/or local data memories. These archi
tectures have found popularity in replacing preexisting high
performance FPGA+DSP system-on-a-board solutions with a
single homogeneous platform. Examples incIude the Tilera's

Index Terms-65 nm CMOS, DSP, many-core, biomedical
signal processing, seizure detection, uItrasound

64-core Tile64 [10] (based on the MIT Raw architecture [11 D,
Picochip's 308-core picoArray [12], [13], Ambric's 336-core
Am2045

[14],

[15], Intel's Polaris 80-core floating point

research chip [16], Intellasys' 24-core SEAForth-24A [17],

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the great challenges of the next decade has been on
the integration of information technologies and health care. In

and the UC Davis 36-core and 167 AsAP array [18], [19].
B. Seizure Detection with EEG

this case the quality and cost of services for the patients and

About

health care providers must benefit from reduced misdiagnoses

epilepsy

and by providing greater access to advanced modalities for

seizures. Posttraumatic epilepsy are developed in over 50%

more patients [1], [2],

50
[20],

million
a

people

neurological

worldwide
disorder

suffer

from

characterized

by

[3], [4], [5]. In addition, wearable

of traumatic brain injury (TBI) victims with penetrating head

biomedical devices are used in inpatient, outpatient, and at

injury in battlefields [21]. The primary tool for diagnosis

home e-Patient care [6] that must constantly monitor the

of an epileptic seizure is an electroencephalogram (EEG)

patient's biomedical and physiological signals 24/7.

which measures brain activity. Detection and analysis require

Several biomedical applications require execution of digital

the placement of several electrodes on the scalp with each

signal, image, and video processing algorithms. For instance,

electrode

ultrasound and seizure detection both contain different filter

algorithms and implementations have targeted low power,

being

a

sensing

channel.

Previously

proposed

ing, FFT blocks, up/down sampling and windowing techniques

portable detection in a non-cIinical setting [22] [23] [24] [25].

that can be parallelized on DSP processors. On the other hand,

A low power seizure detection and analysis architecture

such portable devices have extremely small budgets for size

was initially proposed by the authors [26]. Figure 1 depicts

and power, which currently use application specific integrated

the high level task graph of the EEG seizure detection

circuits (ASIC) or highly custom SoCs [7], [8].

algorithm. Detection is performed in the time domain by

In this paper, we present a programmable low power many

determining EEG high frequency components and comparing

core processing platform which implements the workloads of

their magnitude with predetermined threshold values that are

biomedical signal processing efficiently for computer aided di

calibrated for each patient [26], [27]. After detection of a

agnosis. The paper is organized as folIows, Section 11 discusses

seizure, seizure analysis is performed by converting to the

background on many core platforms, seizure detection and

frequency domain using an FFT block and separating the

ultrasound. Then the many-core architecture and its enhanced

energy of the data into four frequency bands: Theta (4-7 Hz),

features are discussed. Finally, the CMOS implementation of

Alpha (8-12 Hz), Beta (13-29 Hz) and Gamma (30--50 Hz).
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cluster of four can communicate to any other core within
its own cluster through direct connections. The network is
designed to support processors operating on asynchronous
clock signals in Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous
(GALS) fashion [19], [28]. Therefore processors can halt or
change their clock based on the workload requirement to
achieve the maximum energy efficiency.
Each core processor is based on a RISC architecture with a 6
stage pipeline. Figure 3 shows a single processor core diagram.
The pipeline includes data forwarding and can perform arith
metic, branch, and inter-core communication instructions. In
addition to the pipeline, each core processor contains memory
and FIFO blocks. Instructions are assembled using 30-bit
words loaded into the instruction memory. Instructions consist
of a 6-bit instruction opcode, two 8-bit source inputs, and one
8-bit source output. The instruction memory can store up to
128 words onto the SRAM. Data is loaded from and stored
Fig. 1.

Proposed multi-channel seizure detection and analysis architecture.

16 single channel detection circuits are instantiated and passed to a threshold

onto the 128 word 16-bit SRAM. Also, 16 registers are used
for quick data storage and retrieval. The FIFO blocks are used

detector to confirm a seizure. Subsequently, analysis circuitry is enabled,

to queue incoming and outgoing data to other cores and routers

which perform frequency and energy recording of seizure in certain frequency

on the network.

bands.

A. DSP Enhanced Architecture
The primary purpose will be to map and run biomedical ap
plications which are heavily focused on digital signal process
ing. DSP applications have a predictable runtime compared
Fig. 2.

Spectral doppler mid-end processing task graph

C. Ultrasound Spectral Doppler

to an application on a general purpose processor (GPP), so
this can be leveraged to decrease the runtime. As a result,
the architecture has been designed to improve upon existing
GPP's. The goal becomes decreasing processing overhead, so

Ultrasound imaging uses high frequency sound waves be

arithmetic operations become the primary runtime component.

yond the range of human hearing to generate images within

Three features are added to each core block in order to reduce

objects of interest. Today, medical ultrasound has become a

overhead: parallel loop control, parallel FFT processing, and

predominant tool for diagnostic medicine with 159 million

pointers.

exams given annually in the United States and 250 million

Conditional branch instructions in a GPP must be executed

worldwide. Ultrasound offers several benefits over other imag

one time per iteration in a program with a loop. For DSP

ing modalities including the lack of ionizing radiation from X

applications, programs conunonly iterate tens to thousands of

rays or radioactive isotopes (from nuclear imaging), and the

times. Unlike programs on GPPs, the instruction runtime is

ability to do real-time 2D and 3D imaging that other modalities

repetitive and predictable in DSP programs. To take advantage

struggle to do without high performance computation (for

of the predictable runtime of DSP applications, an additional

image reconstruction in modalities such as X-ray CT, PET

tiny hardware block is included on each core processor. Instead

and MRIjNMR).

of serially performing decrement and branch instructions each

Within ultrasound processing, there are easily exploitable

time the program reaches the bottom of an iterating loop, the

replicated task pipelines that exploit both temporal and spa

loop control block performs the operations in parallel to the

tial parallelism. Additionally, tasks can be decomposed into

pipeline. When the block calculates a loop to be performed,

smaller blocks which can easily be mapped onto a many

an overwriting instruction address is sent from the block to

core network. Fig. 2 displays a block diagram of spectral

the pipeline.

doppler mid-end processing. Many of the blocks can be further
decomposed to support task level parallelism.
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The proposed many-core architecture consists of in-order

To aid in the calculation of FFT which is common in
biomedical applications, each core block has a tiny FFT block
which assists the main pipeline processor with a 4, 8, 16, and
32-point FFT. The radix-2 Cooley-Tukey algorithm computes
the FFT in O(NLogN) time and simplifies the arithmetic

processors with a RISC-like DSP instruction set, 16-bit integer

computations to addition and multiplication. However, the data

datapath, and minimal instruction and data memory suitable

in memory must be carefully managed in order to correctly cal

for task level parallelism [27]. The network is designed as

culate the transform. For each iteration, two input data points

a 4-ary tree architecture, where each single processor in a

and the corresponding twiddle factor must be addressed and

read in from memory before the data can be manipulated. In
other processors, the addresses for the data and twiddle factor
must be calculated in sequence before the FFT calculations.
The additional calculations to generate the data and twiddle
factor addresses can be a costly time penalty for the FFT.
Instead, our proposed core includes an FFT block to perform
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Layout of a single processor core. The blocks on the left and right

side are the instruction and data SRAM memories, respectively.

instruction and data memory, and input/output FIFO's.

TABLE I
SEIZURE

DETECTION AND ANALYSIS MEMORY AND CYCLE BREAKDOWN RESULTS

Program

IMem

DMem

Time (ns)

Cores

16 tap FIR

50

32

59.5

16

Each processor was synthesized and placed and routed in
the 65 nm TSMC CMOS process which occupies 0.070 rmn2

FIR and Detect

53

35

47.6

16

16 pt FFT

75

48

382.5

8

8 pt FFT

35

24

151.3

16

and runs at l.18 GHz at 1V . We used a standard-cell RTL

Theta Power

7

2

22.9

1

to GDSII ftow using synthesis and automatic place and route.

Alpha Power

7

2

28.0

1

Beta Power

17

2

90.9

1

Gamma Power

22

2

107.1

1

Total

266

147

890

60

IV. CMOS IMPLEMENTATION AND ApPLlCATION MAPPING RESULTS

The hardware was developed using Verilog to describe the
architecture, synthesized with Cadence RTL Compiler, and
placed and routed using Cadence SOC Encounter. Fig. 5 shows
the layout of a single core. Table 111 summarizes the post
layout results. The prototype design routes 64 cores divided
into 16 clusters. Every four clusters is connected to a router
and every four routers connects to a router in a similar fashion.
A single core occupies 0.070 mm2 and each router occupies
0.0734 mm2 (shared by 4 cores) and the entire prototype
design results in a total area of 19.51 mm2 . The total area of

[2nxLeore + (2n - 2)xLrouler]2, where
n 2 1 (hierarchy level), Leore is length of one side of a core,
and Lrouter is the length of one side of a router.
a many core platform is

TABLE Il
U LTRASOUND

SPECTRAL DOPPLER MEMORY AND CYCLE BREAKDOWN RESULTS

Program

IMem

DMem

Time (ns)

Cores

16 tap FIR

50

32

59.5

1

16 tap FIR

50

32

59.5

1

Downsampier

21

0

21.25

1

Hamming Window

11

128

15.3

1

16 pt FFT

75

48

382.5

8

8 pt FFT

35

24

151.3

16

Mag Log

99

0

25.5

1

Total

341

264

715

29
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